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Abstract— In this work we determine an analytical relationship
between the average path length of traffic connections of a
Bluetooth scatternet and the overall throughput and power
consumption of the network.
Results obtained implementing this analytical relationship to
different scatternet topologies are presented and discussed. By
reducing the hop count in a scatternet we can achieve better
performance in terms of throughput and power consumption.
Therefore, the issue of minimizing the hop count in the presence
of mobility, changing traffic flows and varying interference
receives an important role. In our analysis we also show the
impact of the link quality on the overall throughput.
The obtained results motivate the importance of heuristics
aimed at reducing the average communication path length in a
scatternet [1].

I. I NTRODUCTION
Bluetooth is a short-range wireless network technology that
supports ad hoc networking. In Bluetooth a maximum of 8
active nodes are organized in a star-shaped cluster, called
piconet. The cluster head is called master while the other
nodes are its slaves. If multiple piconets are interconnected
through so-called bridge nodes they form a scatternet. Bridges
are nodes participating in more than one piconet on a time
sharing basis. We call slave&bridges those nodes that have
only slave role in all the piconets they participate in, while
nodes having both, slave and master roles in different piconets
are master&bridges.
The latest Bluetooth Specification 1.2 [2] introduces the
concept of scatternet formation but it does not define it in
detail. Although numerous research papers were published
addressing scatternet formation and optimization issues [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], there are still aspects that can
be improved in order to achieve high performance. This issue
is discussed in an earlier paper [1] that addresses the problem
of dynamically adapting the scatternet topology to the current
traffic flows. In that optimization work we aim to correct the
suboptimal traffic paths that are formed when nodes change
their communication peers or migrate across the scatternet.
Our algorithms update the topology of the scatternet making
it possible for the routing algorithms to identify shorter paths
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between the communicating peers. This, in turn, results in
higher aggregate throughput and reduced power consumption.
In that work we devised an algorithm suite for reducing the
hop count between all communication peers in the scatternet.
Now we demonstrate analytically that hop reduction indeed
has positive impact on the throughput and power consumption
of the scatternet. Our goal is to determine an analytic relation
between the number of hops connecting communication peers
in Bluetooth scatternets and the overall throughput and power
consumption of the network.
Bluetooth scatternets with dynamic traffic connections can
be found in several application scenarios. Beside the wellknown conference-room scenario, we can foresee the use of
scatternets in interfering industrial environments with machinery that autonomously or semi-autonomously accomplishes
its tasks. Components of such an automated environment are
static and mobile robots, sensors of various type and human
supervisors. All these components need to be networked for
exchanging the data necessary for accomplishing their tasks.
Raw input data required for the tasks, sensor data, progress
reports and a whole series of control data are all examples for
information that need to be exchanged among the components.
Also, each node may have multiple communication peers
sustaining random data traffic sessions with them, sequentially
and/or in parallel.
A data network supporting such a scenario needs to be adaptive for achieving high performance in terms of throughput,
power consumption and packet delivery delay. Factors that
influence networking predictably in such a scenario, and that
in principle can reduce the aggregate system performance, are
mobility, interference and random communication sessions.
Bluetooth scatternets are a good candidate for supporting
such an ad hoc networking scenario since the technology is
robust to interference, given its communication mode based
on frequency hopping.
II. OVERVIEW
To determine an analytic relation between the hop count
and throughput in a scatternet we need to take into account

two fundamental issues: the Bluetooth packet types and link
scheduling.
Bluetooth data communication happens through Asynchronous Connectionless Links (ACL) using time slots of
625µs. Data packets may use 1, 3 or 5 slots and they may
be Forward Error Coded (FEC). FEC packets are DM1, DM3
and DM5 while the non-error coded ones are DH1, DH3 and
DH5 (with the digits indicating the number of slots used).
The useful maximum payload of these packets is 136, 968
and 1816 bits for DM and 216, 1464 and 2712 bits for DH
packets, respectively. Packets with bigger payloads can achieve
higher throughput in error-free environments (i.e. with high
link quality). However, if a bit gets corrupted, the whole packet
will have to be retransmitted. Therefore, when retransmissions
happen often, smaller packets are more efficient. DM packets
have smaller payloads than their DH counterparts, but their
content is error checked, in contrast with DH packets.
Link scheduling refers to the allocation of time slots in a
bridge node to its piconets. A bridge node can be present in
one piconet at a time. Therefore, it has to switch continuously
between its piconets for being reachable by each of its masters
and to relay traffic efficiently. Since we aim at analyzing the
scatternet throughput, link scheduling is indispensable for us.
Therefore, in the next section we present an analytical model
of the link scheduling algorithm that we used in our work.
Link scheduling is a complex task and since it is not
the target of our work, we try to keep it as simple as
possible. However, we still obtain a quite complicated analytic
interpretation of our link scheduling algorithm, described in
Section III.
Taking advantage of the packet types and link scheduling
model, in Section IV we present how the overall scatternet
throughput and power consumption can be calculated, while
in Section V we evaluate our model. In our evaluation we aim
at proving that hop reduction can improve scatternet performance, showing also several performance aspects regarding
packet types and link quality.
III. S HARING THE C OMMUNICATION C APACITY
In our approach each piconet is assigned an overall traffic
capacity of 1. (Hence, the traffic rate of a pure master is
equal to 1, too.) This capacity is divided among the slaves
of that master according to the expressions (1)–(10), making
distinction between the piconet of a pure master and a master&bridge, respectively. For a pure master we simply have:
p(pm) = 1,

(1)

where with p(pm) we denoted the communication capacity
allocated to the piconet of pure master pm.
Since master&bridge nodes have to switch among different
piconets, we assume that each piconet switching takes two
slots, 625µs each. We denote the communication capacity of
a node wasted for one piconet switching by σ. On average,
a node spends in each of its piconets about 40ms, as proposed in [11]. The capacity dedicated to the piconets of a
master&bridge node mb is obtained using (2).

p(mb) =

1
− σ,
N rM (mb) + 1

(2)

where p(mb) is the communication capacity allocated to the
masters of a master&bridge mb as well as its own piconet;
N rM (mb) + 1 is the total number of mb’s piconets. Note
that the fact that mb is a master&bridge implies that (2) is
applicable only when N rM (mb) ≥ 1.
Next we define a scheme for sharing the available capacity
among the nodes of a piconet. A simple scheme is to allocate
the same amount of bandwidth to each slave of a piconet.
The problem with this simplistic approach is that it allocates
the same amount of bandwidth also for bridge nodes that can
dedicate less of their communication capacity to a particular
master since they have to be present also in other piconets.
Therefore, bandwidth will be allocated to nodes that can not
take advantage of it.
To solve the above problem, we define the available communication capacity, β, as the capacity that a node can allocate
from its whole communication capacity for a piconet P, and the
allocated bandwidth, γ, as the portion of P’s communication
capacity that can be dedicated to the node. Then, we denote by
α the availability factor of a node with respect to a piconet
(hereinafter simply availability factor), i.e., the ratio of the
allocated bandwidth to the available communication capacity
of the node: α = γ/β.
Taking advantage of the availability factor definition, we
observe the following properties of a node. A node is said to
be underloaded with respect to a particular piconet if it can
dedicate more bandwidth to that piconet than the amount of
bandwidth that the piconet can allocate to the node, i.e., α < 1.
Clearly, if a node is not underloaded then α ≥ 1. Therefore in
the following we define a node as overloaded if either α = 1
or α > 1.
By using the above notions, next we present the availability
factor computation for nodes with different role. We notice that
in the formulas defined for this calculus it is not necessary
to explicitly consider the slots used for switching, since at
this phase it is only important that these slots are busy
and is insignificant to emphasize that they are not used for
communication.
• Pure slave (ps): γ is the fraction of bandwidth allocated
by the piconet master to ps out of the piconet’s total
capacity of 1. β is equal to 1 since ps dedicates its whole
bandwidth to its master. Thus, for pure slaves α ≤ 1 for
any possible value of γ and β. Therefore we can state that
pure slaves are always underloaded. (Notice that α = 1
only when the scatternet consists of merely one piconet
made of 2 nodes: a pure master and its pure slave – this
case is insignificant from the viewpoint of scatternets.)
• Pure master (pm): since the pure master manages the
entire piconet bandwidth, γ = 1. Similarly, a pure master
dedicates all of its bandwidth to its piconet, therefore
β = 1 as well. Thus, for pure masters we always have
α = 1 i.e., these nodes are always overloaded.

•

•

Slave&bridge (sb): a sb is independently allocated a
certain bandwidth γ in each piconet it belongs to. On
the other hand, a sb shares its own capacity among all of
its masters. Initially each slave&bridge shares its capacity
uniformly among its masters. Therefore, each piconet is
allocated a portion of β = 1/N rM (sb) from the total
capacity of 1 of the sb. Thus the availability factor is
α = γ · N rM (s), where γ ∈ (0, 1] decreases with the
increasing number of nodes in the reference piconet. In
this case, α may be either smaller or greater than 1.
Therefore, slave&bridges may be both, underloaded or
overloaded.
For example, if in a piconet P the slave&bridge sb is
allocated a bandwidth γ = 0.2 (which may be the case
when there are 5 slaves in P) and sb is a slave in three
piconets, i.e., N rM (sb) = 3, then α = 0.2/0.3 = 0.66.
In this case sb is underloaded with respect to P because
it can dedicate more bandwidth to P than P can allocate
for sb. However, if there were only 2 slaves in P, we
would have γ = 0.5 and hence α = 0.5/0.3 = 1.66. In
this latter case sb is overloaded because P dedicates more
bandwidth to it than it can handle.
Master&bridge (mb): a mb shares its bandwidth uniformly among its masters and its piconet, hence it dedicates to its own piconet a portion of β = 1/(N rM (mb)+
1). On the other hand, mb manages the whole bandwidth
available for its piconet, thus γ = 1/(N rM (mb) + 1).
Therefore, the load factor of a master&bridge with respect
to its own piconet is α = 1.
Notice that the availability factor of an mb with respect
to the piconets of its masters can be calculated similar to
the slave&bridge case. The mb is allocated a certain γ by
each piconet master while it is able to dedicate at most
β = 1/(N rM (mb) + 1) of its own bandwidth to each of
its masters. Thus the expression of the availability factor
is α = γ · (N rM (mb) + 1)

Thus we can write that the number of underloaded nodes
in the piconet of any master m (N rU N (m)) is the sum
of the pure slaves (N rP S(m)) and the underloaded bridges
(N rU B(m)) (3). Then we can calculate the number of overloaded slaves (N rOS(m)) through (4), where N rS(m) is the
number of slaves of m.

N rU N (m) = N rP S(m) + N rU B(m)
N rOS(m) = N rS(m) − N rU N (m)

(3)
(4)

Once we have computed the number of underloaded and
overloaded nodes in a piconet, we can define the link capacities
(l) in each piconet as follows.
For overloaded links (α ≥ 1) from masters to slave&bridges
we have:
o
lsb
=

1
−σ
N rM (sb)

(5)

For overloaded links (α ≥ 1) from masters to master&bridges we have the same expression as in (2), since
master&bridges allocate the same communication for both
their masters and piconet:
1
o
lmb
= p(mb) =
−σ
(6)
N rM (mb) + 1
The capacity of a pure master or master&bridge m that
is not used by overloaded links is uniformly shared among
the underloaded links in its piconet, similar to the maxmin fair technique [12], [13]. For each such master m, the
obtained coefficients are stored in a vector ρm = {ρm
i |i =
0, N rU N (m)}. The fraction of the unallocated capacity that
is not used by the links is stored in ρm
0 . Note that if the
unallocated capacity can be fully redistributed among the links
then ρm
0 = 0. Equation (7) captures the redistributed capacity
of an underloaded link, connecting any type of master m to
any type of slave s.
N rOS(m)

lsu (m)

X

= (p(m) −

lio ) · ρm
s ,

(7)

i=1

PN rOS(m) o
where i=1
li gives the total bandwidth allocated for all
overloaded slaves of master m. Notice that p(m) should be
expressed as in (1) or (2) for pure masters or master&bridges,
respectively. In (7) we subtract from the total communication capacity of the piconet the bandwidth allocated for the
overloaded nodes (obtaining the total unallocated capacity of
m), then we multiply it by the fraction corresponding to the
underloaded link connecting master m to its slave s.
Before terminating the capacity allocation, each node compares its own communication capacity of 1 to the total
amount of bandwidth received from other nodes. If the received bandwidth is smaller than 1 then the node has some
unallocated capacity. Each node having unallocated capacity
tries to allocate it to its neighbors. For each node n, these
redistributed capacity fractions (i.e. δin ) are stored in the vector
δ n = {δin |i = 0, N rN (n)} where N rN (n) is the number of
neighbors (denoted by the index i) of node n with unallocated
capacities. After several iterations of this latter phase all nodes
will have allocated as much as possible from their capacities
(stored in the vectors δ n ). The corresponding updated formulas
for (5)–(7) are (8)–(10), respectively.
o
lsb
=

1
N rM (sb)

o
lmb
= p(mb) =
u
lps
(m)

= (p(m) −
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n
− σ + δsb

(8)

1
N rM (mb)+1

n
− σ + δmb

PN rOS(m)

lio )

i=1

AND

·

ρm
ps

+

n
δps

(9)
(10)

P OWER E STIMATION

For our calculus we consider as input variable the total
number of hops between all communication peers in the
scatternet. The outputs of interest are the overall scatternet
throughput and power consumption.
Let N be the set of nodes, L the set of all radio links, C
the set of all traffic connections in the scatternet and hsd the

minimum hop count between an (s, d) ∈ C source-destination
communication pair.
Based on the results in Section III, we can calculate the
maximum usable bandwidth, cij , of a radio link (i, j) ∈ L, as
follows:
o
, αij ≥ 1, i is master, j is slave&bridge,
lsb
o
lmb , αij ≥ 1, i is master, j is master&bridge,
cij =
 u
lps (m), αij < 1, i = m is master, j any slave




where αij is the availability factor of node j with respect to
piconet i. The indices i and j are interchangeable.
The maximum bandwidth fraction of a link (cij ) is shared by
the traffic connections crossing that specific link as shown in
(11). In (11) we denoted by (s, d) ⊃ (i, j) all the connections
(s, d) crossing link (i, j).
X

cij =

fijsd

(11)

(s,d)⊃(i,j)

We use the max-min fair bandwidth allocation algorithm to
compute the portion fijsd that is allocated to each particular
connection (s, d) from the available bandwidth on a link (i, j).
Let us denote by Fij = {fijsd |(s, d) ∈ C} the vector of
bandwidth portions allocated to each connection (s, d) on a
link (i, j). We can then express the throughput of an (s, d) ∈ C
traffic connection as in (12).
θsd = C ·

min (fijsd · qij )

(i,j)∈(s,d)

(12)

where C is the maximum capacity of a Bluetooth radio link,
specific for each DH and DM packet type, min(i,j)∈(s,d) (fijsd ·
qij ) denotes the smallest usable bandwidth portion on the
links of a connection (s, d) (i.e. the bottleneck), while qij is
the packet success rate (PSR) of the link (i, j). PSR can be
obtained from the packet error rate (PER), as in (13), while
PER, denoted by r, can be calculated as a function of the bit
error rate (BER), using the formulas (14) and (15), for DH
and DM packet types, respectively [14].
q =1−r
r = 1 − (1 − b)s
r = 1 − ((1 − b)

15

Finally, the aggregate throughput over all traffic connections
(i.e. the throughput of the scatternet) can be calculated as:
θa =

(s,d)∈C

+ 15b(1 − b) )

(15)

where s is the size of the packet in bits and b is the BER.
The BER can be obtained from the link quality (LQ) value
with some vendor-specific formula. However, [2] states that
link quality values should be normalized to the range [0,255].
In our calculus we use the CSR (Cambridge Silicon Radio)
model, given in (16).

BER = 256 · (255 − LQ)/40000,

0 ≤ LQ ≤ 105

X

min (fijsd · qij )

(s,d)∈C

(i,j)∈(s,d)

(17)

(i,j)∈L

In (18) each unitary hop count reduction implies the decrease by one of exactly one bandwidth portion vector’s
(Fij ) number of elements . This, on turn, implies that one
bandwidth portion of the involved link is released. If the link
capacity was not fully utilized before the hop reduction then
the network throughput will remain unchanged. (However,
the power consumption will decrease, as we will see later in
this section.) Secondly, if the link capacity was fully utilized
then after the hop reduction the bandwidth used by the old
connection will be distributed among the remaining ones. In
other words, the bandwidth portions fijsd will increase on
the involved link. This implies that all connections having
their bottleneck on the link in question will be allocated new
bandwidth, i.e. the minimum fijsd value will grow. It can be
seen in (17) that this growth has direct positive impact on
the aggregate throughput θa . This clearly shows why lower
scatternet hop counts can produce higher network throughput.
Let us now take a closer look at the power consumption.
We assume that the power consumption when transmitting and
receiving data at the full capacity of a radio link is Pt and
Pr , respectively. Data is transmitted and received by all nodes
along a path, excepting the source from one reception and the
destination from one transmission. Therefore, all data bits are
transmitted and received as many times as the number of hops
along the path. Thus, the power consumption of an (s, d) ∈ C
traffic connection can be expressed as
P sd = (Pt + Pr ) · hsd ·

min (fijsd )

(i,j)∈(s,d)

(19)

Notice that the factor min(i,j)∈(s,d) (fijsd ) in (19) adapts the
power consumption to the bandwidth of the bottleneck link
along the path.
The aggregate power consumption through all connections,
Pa , is then given by:
Pa =

X

(s,d)∈C

BER = (255 − LQ)/40000, 215 ≤ LQ ≤ 255
BER = 32 · (255 − LQ)/40000, 105 < LQ ≤ 215 (16)

θsd = C ·

Having obtained the expression of the scatternet throughput,
we now have to demonstrate the relation between θa and
the hop count (h) of the scatternet. Notice that h can be
calculated as the sum of bandwidth portion vector elements
(i.e. connections) on all links:
X
|Fij |
(18)
h=

(13)
(14)
14 s/15

X

P sd = (Pt + Pr ) ·

X

(s,d)∈C

hsd ·

min (fijsd )

(i,j)∈(s,d)

(20)
The dependence of the power consumption on the hop count
is easy to see in this case since hsd appears explicitly in the
expressions (19) and (20).
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For evaluating our throughput and power consumption calculus, we implemented our model in C++. We performed
experiments with 50 scatternets, each made of 100 randomly
positioned nodes with communication range of 10m, on
a 66x66m2 area. On all these scatternets we generate 15
to 50 random bidirectional traffic connections. The number
and length of the connections are fixed for each particular
experiment. We perform experiments varying the length of
connections from 1 to 10 hops as well as modifying the link
quality value in the range of [215, 255]. The lower bound
of 215 corresponds to the maximum bit error rate of 0.1%
allowed by the Bluetooth Specification at the distance of 10m
with no obstacles. Finally, during our experimentation we
set Pr = 150mW and Pt = 170mW . The experimental
results shown in Fig. 1–3 are averaged over the 50 different
scatternets.
In our first experiment (Fig. 1) we calculate the average
throughput on 15, 25 and 50 bidirectional traffic connections.
In this figure we show one of the main objectives of our work,
i.e. the throughput decreases with the number of hops. The
results show the maximum achievable average throughputs,
since we use the two biggest packet types, (i.e. DH5 and DM5)
and the link quality is set to 255 (i.e. no packet loss). As
we expected, the highest average throughput per connection is
achieved with 30 connections, with the DH5 packets, since in
this case more bandwidth can be allocated to each connection.
The curves then follow each other in the order of number of
connections and the packet size.
In our second experiment (Fig. 2) we show the dependence
of the throughput on the link quality. In this experiment the
number of bidirectional connections is fixed to 50 and we use
DH5 packets only. On the other hand, the connection length
is different on each curve. In the figure, shows the expected
result: the throughput increases with the link quality. Again,
shorter connections are less affected by the link quality, while
the longer ones have a very low throughput.
In our third experiment (Fig. 3) we tested the average power
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consumption on 15, 25 and 50 bidirectional connections. The
packet type in this case has no importance since power is
consumed at the same extent by both, useful payload bits and
error coding bits.
We can observe in the figure that initially the power
consumption decreases, then it starts increasing again. This
is explained by the fact that when the connections are short
the throughput is high, therefore a higher amount of power
is consumed. In other words, power consumption is high
because more traffic is transmitted and not because it is less
efficiently used. However, after increasing the number of hops
and the throughput goes down, the real tendency of the power
consumption shows up. It can also be seen that the highest
amount of power is consumed when we have 15 connections,
since in this case the throughput is higher. This, on turn, makes
the power consumption increase faster, as it can be also seen
in the figure.
Finally, the power consumption does not depend on the
link quality since power is consumed at the same extent for
transmitting new packets or repeating the old corrupted ones.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work we presented a method for analytically evaluating the throughput and power consumption in a scatternet
based on the average number of hops connecting communication peers. For our approach we also modeled a link scheduling
algorithm, necessary for calculating the throughput in the
scatternet. Our results show that with a lower number of hops
separating communication peers in a scatternet, it is possible
to obtain a much higher throughput while power is used more
efficiently. Further, using a link quality representation, we
demonstrated the dependence of the throughput on the packet
loss.
For the future we propose to improve our link scheduling
scheme and evaluate our model also through simulations.
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